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Report 

Social Science is a major category of academic disciplines , concerned with society and relationships 

amongst individuals within a society. Learning social science helps students to understand human 

interactions that occurred in the past , are occurring now and that are likely to occur in the future. 

Thus in order to make the subject more interesting , an activity was conducted during the month of 

October for entire Grade 8 students to enhance their knowledge on Nationalism which is a part of 

their curriculum 

The topic  assigned was  from Colonialism to the road of Nationalism . The objective of the 

activity was experiential learning and collaborative team work to be conducted by the students . 

Here they were assigned with the task where a group leader was assigned where the leader 

would discuss and also collate ideas ,the ways and the strategy the group would follow to make 

the activity more interesting.  

Process of conducting the activity :- The class was divided into four groups and each group was given 

a topic namely traders approaching India for trading purpose only  where students were dressed up 

and played the role of Portuguese, Dutch, French and EIC. Similarly there was a second group and 

their topic was from trade to territory where they depicted how the Company took over from a 

trading company to a ruling power. This was followed by the third group who was assigned the topic 

of various reformers who reformed the Indian  society from the orthodox system followed by the 

ideology of Moderates and Extremists . Last phase was covered by group 4 who prepared the topic 

“Towards the road of Nationalism” and spoke about various freedom fighters  who helped us to 

achieve Independence 

Thus the learning outcome of the activity conducted was that students could do a lot of research on 

the various topics related to the nationalist movement. Thus they were able to develop their 

oratorical skills which helped them to narrate each and every part of the nationalist movement in 

documentary form and also developed the skill of persuasive writing and speaking i.e preparing 

dialogues and finally presenting their hardwork by collaborative group work. 

 

 

 

 

 


